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Introduction

Femininities and the Korean Wave

Kate Korroch, SooJin Lee, and Liew Kai Khiun

Women We Love is a playful and nuanced text that takes the offerings of Korean Wave stars, idols, and fans seriously, and grapples with what they bring to conversations about gender and sexuality. There are 89 million Korean Wave fans in 113 countries; 66 percent of these fans are under thirty years old, and roughly 90 percent are female.¹ Despite that, several of the stars and idols that receive scholarly consideration are male. Women We Love looks closely at the relationships that form on-screen and are projected to millions of people all around the world. Further, this collection parses how those projections take on new life as they enter the milieu of the fan. The chapters look at how the fans take up their idols’ emanations to create their own versions of nonconformist femininity and sexuality.

Beginning in the 1990s, Hallyu (한류), the “Korean Wave,” began permeating cultural borders regionally in Asia and across the globe. Driven by Korean popular music (K-pop) and dramas (K-drama), the faces and methods of Hallyu have not only shaped the world’s perception of South Korea (Korea hereafter) but also influenced popular culture on an international scale. Hallyu’s vast influence demonstrates the global interconnectedness of a local Korean cultural output. Impacting various genres and riding the “wave” of the internet, Hallyu is available in multiple media, on various platforms, and across cultural formats.

By the early 2000s, Hallyu’s stars had become household names: the star of beloved K-drama *Winter Sonata* (2002), Bae Yong-joon stole hearts, and PSY’s record-breaking music video “Gangnam Style” (2012) could be heard almost anywhere. Recently, BTS was featured in a star-studded Grammy performance (2020), and Bong Joon-ho’s *Parasite* won Best Picture at the 92nd Academy Awards (2020). Each popular male-centered example and the fandom surrounding them contributes to a formalized male-oriented aesthetic of the Korean Wave. Such maleness becomes in turn synonymous with Ju Oak Kim’s framing of the globalization of K-pop as “BTS as method,” with its counter-hegemonic cultural formations and networks engendered from the peripheries in decentering Hollywood’s dominance in popular culture. Citing Kuan-hsing Chen’s influential book, *Asia As Method* (2010), BTS as method follows and realizes the scholarly emphasis from inter-Asia cultural studies academic networks on positioning “Asia as method” in cultivating more unique regional subjectivities, methods, and references.

This collection pushes aside the male centeredness of the Korean Wave and focuses on the femininities that are birthed from popular Korean cultural production. In turn, such femininities should be critically integral to methodologies in understanding the Korean Wave. Hallyu may be closely identified critically with women consumer cultures. But the lived experiences, spaces, and practices of such cultures should transcend the static treatment of women in the binaries of passive consumers manipulated by neoliberal capitalism. Here, through feminist and queer critical regionalities, Audrey Yue has provided a discursive addendum to “Asia as method” within the inter-Asia subjectivity with new practices of solidarity and intimacy. Access to media networks by the constantly burgeoning middle class has created new mobilities from otherwise highly embedded and immobile structures. Beyond the celebratory accounts of making inroads into the Western market, Hallyu’s narratives should also be understood in terms of the more diffused, cosmopolitan, transcultural femininities that this project seeks to position.

---

In this project, “women” is an inclusive term extending to all those who self-define as women. Harnessing the genderqueer potentialities, we use the plural of femininity to communicate dynamic intersectionality; femininities allow us to deconstruct representations that have been used as a foil to masculinity and have become spaces for gender experimentation. In line with Amelia Jones and Erin Silver’s framing of queer feminist art history, rather than a singular definition, Women We Love presents a constellation of possibilities of what plural femininities can be.7 Makiko Iseri posits femininities as flexible in her analysis of popular Japanese star Kyary Pamyu Pamyu.8 Iseri argues that Kyary’s costumes and performances exaggerate femininity into a grotesque domain that pushes that which is sanctioned to be feminine out of the realm of heteronormative desire. Namely, these constellations and flexibilities intersect via their relationship to hegemonic gender construction in Korea, in Asia, and around the world. The chapters in this volume present fresh understandings of femininity and seek new frameworks for existing femininities circulating among Korean Wave stars and their fans.

The Absence of Analysis of Femininities and the Korean Wave

Women We Love sits at the scholarly intersection of texts about the Korean Wave, gender studies, media studies, and fandom studies. Although femininities in the Korean Wave have not been addressed thoroughly in current scholarship, we draw inspiration from texts that have approached gender and sexuality within popular media and fan studies. Kim Gooyong’s astute analysis in From Factory Girls to K-Pop Idol Girls: Cultural Politics of Developmentalism, Patriarchy, and Neoliberalism in South Korea’s Popular Music Industry (2019) addresses Korean cultural and socioeconomic contexts of the Korean Wave alongside a discussion of binary female gender within the music industry.9 Women We Love broadens this scope of analysis to the global market of the Korean Wave, extends the potential of femininity beyond binary gender, and addresses the multimedia scope of the phenomenon. Broadening the reach of analysis to music, dramas, and their global reception, Sun Jung’s book Korean Masculinities and Transcultural Consumption: Yonsama, Rain, Oldboy, K-Pop Idols (2011) examines distinctive

---

Women We Love sits at a unique juncture that occupies the literatures addressed above—it is the multimedia of South Korean popular culture, it is a conversation about gender locally and globally, it is queer, and it is feminist. This collection allows for the ideas explored above to be repositioned to think deeply about the roles of femininity in the Korean Wave and how they function in South Korea, Asia, and globally.

The Chapters

Women We Love brings together a cohort of international thinkers to grapple with representations, impacts, and outcomes of femininities within the Korean Wave. The chapters analyze femininities active in and around the Korean entertainment industry since 2000. The cohort of contributors includes professors, independent scholars, and advanced graduate students from around the world. We are K-pop and K-drama fans, we are queer, we are international, we are academics of Asian histories, sociology, gender and sexuality, art history, and visual culture. The chapters are playful, intersectional, and accessible.

Women We Love is organized into three sections, each devoted to a theme that arose as the contributions took shape. The focus of analysis of the Korean Wave looks closely at moments on the screen or onstage and expands to a macroanalysis via global impacts outside of South Korea. Similarly, femininity is treated as a radical method as well as a passive identifier, crucially showing the multifarious possibilities of the term.

Part I: Characters We Love, looks closely at the female-identifying lead characters we see on-screen. Kate Korroch questions the binary complement of “soft masculinity” through an analysis of the “hard” female leads in relation to their female counterparts in the television dramas First Shop of Coffee Prince (2007) and Secret Garden (2010). The chapter allows for a recentering of how perceptions of femininity are constructed, shifting away from female-male relationships. Maud Lavin’s chapter follows the evolution of the lead in First Shop of Coffee Prince as she navigates a romantic relationship that sits at the intersection of heterosexuality and queerness. Lavin unpacks the tomboy trope through analysis of the drama, fans, and autoethnography. Together, Korroch and Lavin’s chapters show the significance of the K-drama First Shop of Coffee Prince; even over fifteen years after its debut, it remains unique due to its bold treatment of gender and sexuality. SooJin Lee examines the significance of the popular drama God of the Workplace (2013) in terms of representation of women in the postindustrial workforce. Through textual and aesthetic analyses of the drama, which she links with statistics and theories of labor and feminism, Lee deconstructs the main character Miss Kim as a persona of ambiguities and ironies that expose the
interrelated problems of gender and class in the Korean workforce structure and culture after the financial crisis of 2008.

Part II: More than Girl Groups, offers a plethora of deep dives into K-pop female-only groups. Girl groups are known for their exquisite performances and celebrity prowess, but their impact extends far beyond the stage or screen. Jin Lee and Crystal Abidin’s chapter brings together YG Entertainment’s group BLACKPINK and social media celebrity Ella Gross, a Korean-American child star who gained fame through her affiliation with BLACKPINK’s members. Lee and Abidin’s deep analysis of digital participant observation and the content of Gross’ Instagram feed investigates the routes and implications of such cross-promotional celebrity. Douglas Gabriel continues the consideration of girl groups through his historical and aesthetic analysis of North Korean girl group Moranbong Band. Gabriel argues that despite being widely ridiculed as an antiquated other to global capitalist entertainment industries, Moranbong Band speaks to a totalitarian element that surreptitiously permeates mass spectacles of all ideological stripes, not only those of the so-called Hermit Kingdom. Jieun Lee and Hyangsoon Yi’s chapter stems from a concern about the potential association of masculinity with power, based on the incorporation of masculine tropes in the name of female power. Looking to ssen-eonni (ssen-unni), or “strong sisters,” Lee and Yi examine the empowerment of a new generation and its potential for changing the landscape of what it means to be female in South Korea.

Part III: Fans and Fan-Producers, makes space for an investigation of how fans are the catalyst for Korean Wave transculturation, both in regard to the cultural infiltration and to generations of Korean Wave fan cultures. Stephanie Choi’s chapter shows how female-driven fan fiction results in homoerotic performance. Choi teases out the cultural complexities and discrepancies for both the fans and their idols as their mutual engagement influences both written fiction and onstage performances. Reminding readers about the Korean Wave narratives in the non-Western world that make up the understories of Hallyu, Liew Kai Khiun, Malinee Khumsupa, and Atchareeya Saisin discuss new K-pop “frontliners” in Southeast Asia. The authors illustrate increasingly cosmopolitan and women-centric subjects, turning their affections for K-pop into careers and activism, reflecting new forms of feminist mobilities within a more visible trans-pop public that K-pop fans in Southeast Asia have engendered. Moving from the impact in Southeast Asia, Gi Yeon Koo homes in on the Korean Wave fandom through cyberfeminism among women in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Through data collected in Tehran, Koo shows how young Iranian women lead the Korean Wave fandom in Iran and consequently form a community with women around the world. The concluding chapter to this anthology, written by Erik Paolo Capistrano and Kathlyn Ramirez, is aptly titled “Into the New World.” Capistrano and Ramirez unpack the rich historical legacy of Girls’ Generation (also known
as So Nyeo Si Dae and abbreviated as SNSD). As fans and scholars, the authors offer a close look at the history of the decades-old girl group, the members, and their implicit leadership within the Korean Wave. As Girls' Generation arouses a new world for their fans, we hope this text acts as a springboard for allowing the multifariousness of femininity to expand, unfold, and inspire.
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Is Femininity Hard?

Naming Femininities in the Age of Soft Masculinity

Kate Korroch

Introduction: Diverse Femininities

“Is Femininity Hard?” studies two Korean dramas to unpack the potentiality of hard femininity. This is accomplished through scene analysis, the application of soft masculine characteristics, and an understanding of how those tropes are both embodied and rejected within the dramas. I build a nexus of comparison between female characters in the South Korean television dramas First Shop of Coffee Prince (2007) and Secret Garden (2010) to explore the ways that diverse femininities are depicted through non-romantic homosocial relationship pairings.¹ Engaging discussions central to gender representations and the Korean Wave, in this chapter the characters portrayed as female are released from gender-binary comparisons with their male-portrayed counterparts.

Within scholarship about Korean dramas and popular culture, soft masculinity is often employed as a descriptor to discuss characters in South Korean television dramas, evoking a combination of attributes that speak to a gentle yet attractive physique, nostalgic good manners, and (often) neoliberal affluence.² Soft masculinity has received significant attention without considering the complementing characters through which soft masculinity is defined. These traits need to be understood as a masculinity that expands the possibilities of embodying that which is masculine, not a seismic shift in the production of masculinity in South Korea. Rather than feminizing masculinity or disrupting binary understandings of gender, soft masculinity points to a type of gender performance that

¹. The Republic of Korea (South Korea) will be referred to as Korea here on out in this chapter.
fits within putatively stable gender formations. Characterizations of soft masculinity are generally thrown into sharp relief within the narrative through comparisons associated with the male lead’s relationship to his female counterparts.

Within binary gender constructions, the other to soft masculinity would be hard femininity. This chapter asks if that is indeed the case and shows the complexities of hard femininity through the difficulty, the putative stagnation, and the hybridity of femininity. To emancipate female characters and their femininity from binary gender construction, this comparison requires disorientation. In *Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, and Others* (2007), Sara Ahmed suggests that one does not notice what they are oriented toward until that orientation is disrupted; we must experience disorientation to be able to see orientation. In that spirit, this chapter disorients the narratives of Korean television dramas to parse characters through relationships that are not prioritized within the diegesis; central narratives are propelled by binary heterosexual(ish) entanglements. This text, on the other hand, reorients juxtapositions of binary gender towards the comparison of female characters.

Using queer and feminist methodologies to analyze *Coffee Prince* and *Secret Garden*, I discuss the attributes of the female characters without focusing on their male counterparts as a complement or foil and instead use comparison of the female characters to build this analysis. This works against the commonly followed convention of defining qualities of masculinity and femininity in opposition to each other, but my hope is that it also dismantles the normative expectation of femininity as defined as the other to masculinity. I argue that complex relationships between female characters are required to create an interesting, appealing, and convincing soft-masculine character. By decentering the male characters and heterosexual relationships in the foreground of the narrative, I refocus attention on the female characters’ relationships to unveil the portrayal of multiple femininities. In this way, diverse femininities can be articulated through the interconnections of a web of female relationships instead of being defined as the other to masculinity.

---

4. These dramas are a large component of the Korean Wave (Hallyu) phenomenon. For further reading, see Chua Beng Huat and Koichi Iwabuchi, eds., *East Asian Pop Culture: Analysing the Korean Wave* (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2008) and Stephen Epstein and Hwang Yun Mi, eds., *The Korean Wave: A Sourcebook* (Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do: The Academy of Korean Studies Press, 2015).
6. As will be made clear in Chapter 2 of this book and as offered by Maud Lavin, *Coffee Prince* does not offer a normative heterosexual entanglement throughout the entirety of the drama, but heterosexual binaries (and a desire for participating or not participating in said binaries) are still what drive the narrative.
of using male characters as the other to define femininities. I therefore argue for a discussion of femininities that does not depend on binary sexual difference. After introducing the dramas, I employ a three-pronged analysis in my endeavor to define hard femininity through these characters. First, I discuss how these characters are presented as hard, meaning both difficult in terms of their personalities and their subversive disregard of idealized femininity. Second, I ask what social dynamics are addressed and possibly levelled through these characters. And third, I consider if and how these female lead roles embody or disorient soft masculinity.

**Soft Masculinity and Hard Femininity**

My question of hard femininity is an adaptation of Judith Butler's play on words in *Bodies That Matter* (1993). Butler's book draws attention toward ways in which bodies are marked or hailed as important, but also as that which has physicality. I use hard femininity to take up Butler's wordplay and ask questions about how femininity might be understood as unmoving and/or difficult. My approach to hard femininity first asks why femininity is putatively stable and fixed, particularly regarding femininity's function as the other to masculinity. Second, it responds to the soft masculinity phenomenon specific to Hallyu. Unpacking the hardness of femininity responds to said fixity and association and builds upon and offers multiple under-considered dimensions within the female characters.

In the introduction of *Under Construction: The Gendering of Modernity, Class, and Consumption in the Republic of Korea* (1993), Laurel Kendall references Seungsook Moon's discussion of hegemonic masculinity in South Korea: “Having defended the nation from the omnipresent threat of attack by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (north Korea) [sic], men are considered 'true citizens,' a status few Korean women obtain.” Kendall articulates that there is a desire for nonfixity, but that flexibility and acknowledgment of citizenship is often relegated to the male sex. The privilege to be flexible (read soft) is often extended only to those of the male gender. Contrary to that, I provide examples

---


below of flexibility in socioeconomic status through the interactions of the female characters in *Coffee Prince* and *Secret Garden*. Moreover, Moon’s articulation speaks to the focus on the male gender within academic literature and mass media when parsing nondiscursive genders in Korean television dramas.

In her talk “Not So Soft After All,” Joanna Elfving-Hwang problematizes the presumption that soft masculinity is a step away from traditional masculinity in South Korea. Elfving-Hwang argues that the *kkonminam* (flower-like beautiful men) actually reassert gender binaries in Korea’s homosocial order. She states that unlike in the West, there is rarely doubt of “manhood” in Korea.12

In contrast to the cosmetic construction and emphasis on outer appearance and demeanor outlined for *kkonminam*, Sun Jung provides an analysis of tender qualities that characterize soft masculinity. In *Korean Masculinities and Transcultural Consumption: Yonsama, Rain, Oldboy, K-Pop Idols* (2011), Jung specifies various formulations of Korean masculinities that are shaped by nationalism, audience reception, and heteronormativity.

As Jung details the traits of soft masculinity in the drama *Winter Sonata*, it becomes evident that soft masculinity is articulated through the character’s relationship with his female counterpart. In a 2018 interview, Jung states, “I think the phenomenon should rather be explained through the notion of hybrid or versatile masculinity—soft yet manly at the same time—which is different from effeminized.” In agreement with Elfving-Hwang, Jung suggests that the characteristics of soft masculinity are not new but rather repackaged.

Hard femininity takes from these the reliance on surrounding characters to understand the gender of another character as well as the potential of genderedness to be “hybrid or versatile.” Femininity is traditionally not allowed that flexibility.14

---

11. *Kkonminam* (꽃 미남) is a combination of the word for “flower” (꽃) and “beautiful man” (미남) in Hangeul. The word likely came into use in conjunction with the proliferation of pretty boys in girls’ comics. See Sun Jung, *Korean Masculinities and Transcultural Consumption: Yonsama, Rain, Oldboy, K-Pop Idols* (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2011), 58. The term is arguably part of a transcultural flow of masculinities such as the metrosexual, *bishonen* (beautiful young men) in Japan, and *aimei naren* (love beauty men) in China and Taiwan. See Elfving-Hwang, “Not So Soft After All,” 2.
The Dramas and Their Leading Characters

The writers of *Coffee Prince* and *Secret Garden* employ similar and familiar formulas from the romance genre to develop the dramas’ characters and narratives. The female lead is an unexpected, headstrong person from a disadvantaged background. She is paired with an excessively privileged, overtly confident, tall, and attractive heir who falls for her. And, maintaining romantic tropes, two supporting leads that initially complicate the relationships between the main leads end up falling in love. Notably, within the context of exploring soft masculinity, both Sun Jung and Joanna Elfving-Hwang characterize the initial portrayal of the female characters in the dramas as “ordinary.” I bring these dramas together for two reasons: (1) their relevance within the analysis of soft masculinity provides an entry to analyzing them through the lens of hard femininity, and (2) the superficial and performative expansion of gender that occurs within the dramas is created for consumption through mass media platforms, which indicates the assumption that these expansions of gender performance are widely acceptable to potential audiences. The following pages look closely at specific scenes from *Coffee Prince* and *Secret Garden* to build a nonbinary framework of femininity.

*First Shop of Coffee Prince* is a seventeen-episode drama based on a book of the same name written by Lee Sun-mi. Initially aired on Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation in 2007, the drama is still available on streaming sites. The television script was written by Lee Jung-ah and Jang Hyun-joo and directed by Lee Yoon-jung.

At the start of the drama, the viewer meets the female lead, Go Eun-chan (Yoon Eun-hye). She lost her father in middle school and now works multiple jobs to support her sister (who dreams of becoming a singer) and her mother (who has a problematic penchant for shoes). Her male lead counterpart, Choe Han-gyeol (Gong Yoo), is a food conglomerate heir who harbors a desire to design toys but is forced to run a shabby coffee shop as punishment for floundering and not focusing on the family. Through a series of uncanny events, Eun-chan is hired to work at the coffee shop run by “princes” and dresses in an unassuming drag that does not greatly differ from her regular attire (although in one scene she tapes down her breasts as she prepares for work). As the episodes

---

15. Joanna Elfving-Hwang describes the plot to *Boys Over Flowers* (2009) as such: “The rich main character . . . wins the affection of the less wealthy (yet impossibly cute) girl . . . who initially impresses the male lead with her wit rather than looks. However, and in the tune of the Ugly Duckling, she of course turns out to be unexpectedly beautiful once the male lead’s team of stylists have metamorphosed her into nothing short of a fashion icon.” Elfving-Hwang, “Not So Soft After All,” 10.

This chapter examines the significance of the South Korean television series *God of the Workplace* (직장의 신, aired on KBS2 from April 1 to May 21, 2013, for sixteen episodes) in terms of its representation of women in the postindustrial workforce. Through textual and aesthetic analyses of the drama, and by linking them with statistics and theories of labor and feminism, I will demonstrate the drama’s importance as a popular culture construct that critically raised issues with the interrelated problems of gender, class, and workplace power hierarchy in contemporary Korea. My focus here is on deconstructing the main character, Miss Kim (*Miseukim*), and exploring how the show exposes the absurdities of gender and class problems in the Korean workforce structure and culture after the financial crisis of 2008. I will especially highlight how the character performs what I call “cyborg-androgyny.” Miss Kim is a thirtysomething single woman who has decided to live an unstable “temp worker” life in the postindustrial workforce, where everyone wants a job that can guarantee social and financial security. During the prolonged economic recession in the 2010s, a fantasy character that is impossible to find in reality, Miss Kim reflected the desires of workforce participants, particularly young female office workers in their twenties and thirties, and exposed the problems of the contemporary Korean workplace that cause such desires.

It should first be noted that *God of the Workplace* is a remake of the Japanese television series *The Pride of the Temp* (ハケンの品格, aired on NTV from January 10 to March 14, 2007, for ten episodes), produced from the original story written by Fujiwara Masahiko. Although heavily based on the Japanese original, *God of the Workplace* is remarkably different in many details that apparently were necessary and considered modifications to reflect and satirize the realities of Korea’s workplace, so these differences will be noted and examined in this
analysis. It also should be noted that the literal translation of the Korean remake's title is “God of the Workplace,” although a gendered translation, Queen of the Office, has been more widely used. In respect to the makers’ intended twist for the title, I use the literal translation in this chapter. The fact that they decided to call the female protagonist shin (“god”) instead of yeoshin (“goddess”), especially when the word yeoshin was in vogue at the time (overused in the popular media to refer to female celebrities with outstanding appearances and talents), signifies their conscious play on gender issues.

**Temp Worker Superhero**

Every episode of God of the Workplace opens with the below voiceover, which is narrated in the same fashion as a superhero movie.

Sixteen years after the IMF [crisis in 1997], the Republic of Korea is now a country of 8 million temporary workers. Koreans’ wish is no longer reunification [of the two Koreas], but permanent employment. While everyone wants a permanent job, there is a person who has chosen to live the life of contract employment. Namely, the nation’s very first voluntary temp, Miss Kim. There is no payless work or overtime work in her dictionary. She excludes cumbersome personal relationships, and after completing a three-month contract, travels out of country. It is unknown why she has named herself Miss Kim and why she has entered the world of contract employment.¹

While South Korea achieved rapid industrial and economic growth since the 1960s, during a period of time called the Miracle on the Han River, the era of spectacular progress and prosperity came to an end with the 1997 economic crisis. At the end of 1997, faced with a currency crisis, South Korea accepted a bailout package from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on terms that stipulated labor market reforms and opening the economy to foreign investment and ownership, among other requirements. Downsizing became a major social issue, and that’s why this economic crisis is called the “IMF Crisis” in Korea. The government officials “encouraged private firms to implement bold restructuring programs, including massive layoffs,” resulting in an increase in the unemployment rate from 2.1 percent in October 1997 to almost 9 percent in early 1999.² Before then, South Korean jobs typically meant “lifelong arrangements.”

¹ The translation from Korean to English is by this author.
² Kim Dong-One, Bae Johngseok, and Lee Changwon, “Globalization and Labor Rights: The Case of Korea,” Asia Pacific Business Review 6, no. 3–4 (2010): 133–53, https://doi.org/10.1080/136023801231288502. These scholars in 2010 found that since the 1997 Asian economic crisis, the unemployment rate in Korea was more unstable and much higher than that in Japan. They write that “the lifetime employment principle has been more frequently violated in Korea than in Japan. Despite the recent economic difficulties, Japanese employers have been more conservative than Korean counterparts in conducting massive layoffs by utilizing various substitutes.”
that could not be terminated by employers. But following the IMF Crisis, the number of permanent workers significantly decreased as firms sought to rely more on part-time or temporary workers, for whom the employers did not need to pay social insurance.

In *God of the Workplace*, the protagonist, Miss Kim, is indeed portrayed as a superhero in the awfully competitive workforce. She is one of the most in-demand workers in the corporate job market for very ironic reasons: she does not have degrees from prestigious schools, but holds over a hundred certificates and licenses in all sorts of skills, many of which are manual labor skills such as truck driving, aviation maintenance, skydiving, real estate, maternity nursing, hairdressing, and cooking. Unlike most Koreans, who regard permanent and full-time jobs as more secure and desirable than temporary or contract-based jobs, Miss Kim pursues only contract-based temp jobs, taking mostly low-ranking and seemingly trivial but needful and essential roles.

The story of *God of the Workplace* begins as Miss Kim returns to Korea from her vacation in Spain to begin a new contract as an office worker in a food corporation’s marketing support team—the main setting of the show. She sits at the end desk to do mostly manual services, such as typing, photocopying, and serving coffee—generally pink-collar tasks expected of so-called “office ladies.” However, no matter how small or insignificant Miss Kim’s tasks may be, the first episode makes it clear that her efficiency is well known and she is in high demand by employers across Korea. They compete to hire her as a permanent full-timer, but she has her own strict rule that she works for three months at a time without ever renewing a contract. In declining an offer for a permanent position, Miss Kim states that she does not want to become “a slave bound to a company” (episode six).

The protagonist character is thus set up as the “super-gap temp,” a catchphrase the production team created and used to market the show. Conventionally, in a legal contract in Korea, the word *gap* (甲) is used to introduce the first party, and the word *eul* (乙) to introduce the second party. But in the early 2000s, the phrase “gap-eul relationship” began to be used widely in journalism to refer to and critique the unbalanced relationships that often occur between employers (as *gap*) and employees (as *eul*) in the already hierarchical society of Korea. And *gap* and *eul* quickly became commonplace words used to refer to, respectively, those with and those without (relative) power in any kind of relationship or situation. A related neologism in Korea is *gapjil* (made by combining *gap* and *jil*, a

---


4. The occurrences of the phrase “gap-eul relationship” abruptly increase in number on Korea’s popular portal site, Naver, in 2003.
SooJin Lee 57

suffix referring negatively to certain actions), which describes abusive conduct or arrogant attitudes of people in positions of power over others. The emergence of gap and eul in twenty-first-century Korean language and culture reflects an increasingly widespread belief that society is unbalanced and unfair in terms of privilege. In society’s common conceptions, temp employees belong in the lowest stratum in a corporate workplace, and they are considered more eul than permanent employees.

Such a class distinction between temp and permanent employees is frequently addressed in God of the Workplace. In particular, in episode eight’s wedding scene, the bride’s father refuses to walk down the aisle after finding out the groom is a temp (and the situation is saved by Miss Kim, who walks the bride down the aisle in place of the father). In the fictional world of God of the Workplace, the protagonist is a temp but also a gap. The character and slogan “super-gap temp” is itself a pungent contradiction that immediately speaks to the audience’s awareness of the nexus of societal problems related to work, income, status, values of work, and class within the workplace.

The main storyline of God of the Workplace revolves around the mystery of why Miss Kim insists on being a contract worker when she could have a permanent position in any company, and everyone else wants a permanent job. Towards the end of the series, it is revealed that she used to be a permanent employee of a bank and experienced the bank’s bankruptcy process as part of the global financial crisis of 2007–2008. Having learned that the corporate world is unreliable and that permanent jobs are just as unstable as temp jobs in the increasingly neoliberal workplace, she decided to never again devote her life to work and established herself as a freelance temp worker capable of all odd jobs. Believing in the persistence of such precarity, she decided to change and reinvent herself. The “super-gap temp” character is thus built upon a deeply pessimistic view of work and the neoliberal corporate system. For Miss Kim, work is no longer a means of feeling accomplished or achieving social status. When she says, “I work for nobody, I work for pay and lunchtime,” she reveals that she doesn’t enjoy her work at all (episode two). She works to make a living and that’s all.

The pessimism in Miss Kim’s character formation is grounded in and reflects the socioeconomic realities of Korea. Throughout the series, the two financial crises that affected contemporary South Korea—the 1997 Asian financial crisis and the global financial crisis of 2007–2008—are constantly referenced; the former crisis in each episode’s opening line (quoted above) and the latter as part

---

5. Gapjil gained international attention with the “nut rage incident” in 2014 when a Korean Air heiress, dissatisfied with the way she was served nuts on the plane before takeoff, ordered the aircraft to return to the gate. For example, see BBC News, “S Korea Employers Could Face Jail under Harassment Law,” July 16, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-49000046.
of the protagonist’s traumatic experience that led her to reinvent herself. God of the Workplace’s opening sequence states that back in 2013, when the show was airing, the number of nonregular workers in Korea was 8.6 million, which is 15 percent of the population.⁶

In her early or mid-thirties in 2013, the Miss Kim character represents the so-called “880,000-won generation” most severely affected by the changed employment market and the changing socioeconomic situation in Korea. Even before the global financial crisis of 2007–2008 began to be felt in Korea, in their much-discussed co-authored book of 2007, economist Wu Seok-hun and activist Park Gwon-il famously coined the term “880,000-won generation,” referring to the country’s first generation of unemployed workers among the highly educated populace;⁷ 880,000 won was the estimated average monthly salary that a twentiesomething nonpermanent worker made at the time. As the book pointed out, compared to their parents’ generation, the current twentysomethings on average had higher education and higher hopes for higher social stability, but they had less chance of getting stable lifelong jobs and made lower income. Commenting on the issue, anthropologist JoHan Hyejeong asserted that the 880,000-won generation is an “anxiety generation” that witnessed the IMF crisis at an early age and grew up sensing a bleak future ahead.⁸ In the age of despair, Miss Kim is portrayed as a hero—not because she fights against injustice, but because she has remade herself into a new model worker fit for the neoliberal employment market. Yet she is not played by the system; she uses it to make a living because she needs to, because she has to, for her own survival.

Redefining What It Means to Work Like a Machine

Regarding the protagonist’s tasks and position in the workplace, there is a remarkable difference between the Japanese original and the Korean remake. In the Japanese The Pride of the Temp, the protagonist, Oomae Haruko, is an office worker and does not do manual labor outside of the office. But Miss Kim in the Korean remake is often portrayed doing various kinds of physical and miscellaneous labor—for example, cleaning the building, delivering heavy equipment,

---

⁶ This is a much larger demographic than what the original Japanese series Pride of the Temp identifies as the number of nonregular workers in Japan in 2007: 3 million, which was 2.5 percent of the population.
Females, Frontliners, Fringes

K-Pop’s Performers and Protesters from Southeast Asia

Liew Kai Khiun, Malinee Khumsupa, and Atchareeya Saisin

Introduction: Southeast Asia, K-Pop’s Understory

Debuted in 2016 under the YG Entertainment label, the all-women K-pop group BLACKPINK rapidly shot to global stardom, rivaling their male counterparts BTS on the world stage. Among the group’s four members is Lalisa Manoban (Lisa) from Thailand. Non-Korean members of K-pop groups have become common as the industry seeks to broaden their talent pool. In one segment of her self-titled solo music video, released on September 10, 2021, Manoban dons a sabai-style shirt and sarong wrap skirt that pay homage to Thai artistry and fabrics. For the native of the Thai province of Buri Ram Buriram, the efforts to incorporate Thai heritage with contemporary fashion designs and dance choreography stemmed from the desire to conjure the “Thai-style melody line within the song to the music video sets, styling album design and choreography.”¹ With more than 70 million views on YouTube within 24 hours of its release, the song “Lalisa” set a new record for the most viewed solo artist on the platform in a day. The video has more than 400 million views at the time of writing this chapter; through K-pop, Lisa has projected Thai cultural aesthetics and heritage onto the world stage.²

Using the analogy of a forest, if the American market represents the canopy of K-pop’s globalization, Southeast Asia would be its often-neglected understory. As much as it places the region in the global spotlight, the music video is perhaps

the tip of the iceberg with how it rides on the Korean Wave (Hallyu), where entertainment careers, community networks, and social activism have evolved from the engagement with K-pop. Predominately female-fronted and youth-oriented, these activities have created new publics and frontliners.

From artists to fandom and political activism, this chapter surveys the ongoing trends in the inter-Asia intersectionality of K-pop in Southeast Asia. K-pop performers and social and political activism leveraged from the social networks of K-pop fandom in the public and political spheres. The occupation of multiple positionalities by mainly female subjects reflects upon feminist mobilities, defined by Lilian Chee as the flexibilities in moving between the center and margins and between the domestic and public discourses. Such mobilities of contemporary K-pop fandom consciously carve out their public presences simultaneously within the K-pop industry and the sphere of national politics.

Case studies will include those in the following categories of performers, promoters, and protesters. The first category, performers, covers performers from Southeast Asia in both the mainstream K-pop industry and its local adaptations, while the discussion of the second category of promoters comes in the case study of the fan-organized public commemorations of the death of the celebrity Jonghyun from the K-pop group SHINee. The front line is given a new meaning in the case of Thailand, and more recently Myanmar, where K-pop fandom is brought to the forefront of national politics in the recent youth- and women-led pro-democracy protests in the third category of protesters. This regional survey allows for more macro discursive trends to be identified for Southeast Asia, not just as a peripheral consumer market for Hallyu but as dynamic trans-pop cultural frontliners.

**ASEAN Fueling Hallyu: Mobilities, Technologies, Demography**

Southeast Asia has been serving as a crucial springboard for the transnationalization of East Asia’s modern entertainment culture and the formations of more undercurrent Pan-Asian cultural commonalities. With Abrahamic, Indic, and Confucian cosmologies embedded in diverse political models of governmentalties compressed within the monsoon zone, the region is both a vehicle and a reflection of globalization. Beginning in the early twentieth century, modern transnational popular culture interactions between East and Southeast Asia have

---

been facilitated by Indian and Chinese diasporas, linking new colonial commercial and cultural networks with developments in media technologies.4

Although globalization’s momentum still rests in the northern hemisphere in terms of market and cultural dominance, Southeast Asia’s role in globalization is critical as well. Covering close to one-third of genres watched on streaming sites, Korean television dramas are integral to households across the region, inspiring sustained tourism waves to South Korea for close to two decades.5 National chapters of K-pop fandom and related communities spread across Southeast Asia, from recently reopened Myanmar to the Philippines. As they started being visibly present in Twitter estimates,6 social media activities from Southeast Asia region became the more significant factor in the 2010s in terms of augmenting K-pop’s global prominence. In terms of consumption, a K-pop fan in Southeast Asia spends an estimated US$1,000 on fan merchandise,7 a significant sum for the developing Global South.

The significant digital presence of the region in the K-pop cyberspace is probably buttressed by the rapid adoption of mobile internet by a burgeoning youth population for the otherwise developing economies of Southeast Asia to achieve radical momentum.8 A slightly higher percentage of women—51

---


8. For a region where four-fifths of the populace had no internet connectivity in 2010, more affordable smartphones have added around 100 million users a year—the current number stands at 350
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